
Newton Elementary Lesson Plan Template
Kinder- J Jarrell
Unit _3__
5th 6 weeks - Week 7

TEKS Clarification

K(7)(B) Geometry and measurement. The student applies mathematical process standards to directly compare measurable attributes.

The student is expected to compare two objects with a common measurable attribute to see which object has more of/less of the
attribute and describe the difference.

Field Guide

Instructional Implications
In alignment with K.7(A), as students begin identifying a measurable attribute such as length, capacity, or
weight, instruction can extend to comparing the differences (e.g., comparing the length, capacity, and weight
of a trial size cereal box versus a full size cereal box). Instruction is limited to direct comparison (e.g., laying
two cereal boxes next to each other to compare length). In alignment with K.2(G)/(H), students should use
appropriate comparative language in describing the differences (e.g., the full size cereal box is longer than the
trial size cereal box; the full size cereal box holds more than the trial size cereal box; the full size cereal box
is heavier than the trial size cereal box). Encourage students to articulate two comparison statements (e.g.,
the full size cereal box is longer than the trial size cereal box is the same as stating the trial size cereal box is
shorter than the full size cereal box).
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Learning from Mistakes
Students may make the following mistakes:
• Viewing a comparison statement and its inverse as two different comparison statements (e.g., the full size
cereal box is longer than the trial size cereal box is the same as stating the trial size cereal box is shorter
than the full size cereal box)
Academic Vocabulary
estimation language (about, a little more/less than, close to, approximately)
equal to/the same
heavier/lighter
holds more than/holds less than/holds the same
less of/more of
longer than/shorter than

Standard:
Write the language of the standard.

K(7)(B) Geometry and measurement. The student applies mathematical process standards
to directly compare measurable attributes.

The student is expected to compare two objects with a common measurable attribute to
see which object has more of/less of the attribute and describe the difference.

Aspect of Rigor:
What is the aspect(s) of rigor called for by the
standard?

Conceptual

Prior Grade
What did students learn in this grade level that

helps them build to the current grade’s
knowledge?

Click Here for guidance.

Current Grade
What is new learning based upon the

grade below?
What is unique to this current grade level?

Next Grade
What will students learn in the next grade level?

What is the extension
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K(7)(B) Geometry and measurement. The
student applies mathematical process
standards to directly compare measurable
attributes. The student is expected to
compare two objects with a common
measurable attribute to see which object
has more of/less of the attribute and
describe the difference.

Use measuring tools to measure the
length of objects to reinforce the
continuous nature of linear measurement.

Know
List what students need to know to begin to master the standard. (Use the

nouns found within the language of the standard)

Do
List all skills and processes students must be able to execute to

master the standard. (Use the verbs found within the language of the
standard)
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K(7)(B) Geometry and measurement. The student applies mathematical process standards
to directly compare measurable attributes.

The student is expected to compare two objects with a common measurable attribute to
see which object has more of/less of the attribute and describe the difference.

<Start with the language in the standard>
❖ nouns

TEKS Clarification
❖ Measurements
❖ Mathematical process
❖ Measurable attributes

Focus Document( leadforward):
❖ Measurements
❖ Mathematical process
❖ Measurable attributes

<Start with the language in the standard>
❖ verbs

TEKS Clarification
❖ Apply
❖ Compare
❖ Describe

Focus Document:
❖ Apply
❖ compare

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Standard &
Aspect of Rigor
Use this document
for guidance

Conceptual

Module 3
Lesson 11

Conceptual

Module 3
Lesson 13

Conceptual

Module 3
Lesson 14

Conceptual

Module
Lesson

Conceptual

Module 3
Lesson 15

Objective Observe conservation
of weight on the
balance scale.

Compare volume using
more than, less than,
and the same as by
pouring.

Explore conservation
of volume by pouring

Review weight and
volume of objects

Compare using the
same as with units

Bell Work Calendar Calendar Calendar Calendar Calendar
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Fluency practice Fluency practice Fluency practice Fluency practice

Learning
Activities (Know
& Do of the
lesson)

KNOW: (Provide
specificity in
definitions,
connections, and/or
facts that students
must be able to recall)

DO: (What are the
verbs that students
will engage in? When
will they engage in the
full demand of the
standard?)

Click here for support
and use grade level
field guides.

Application problem

Concept development

Know:
Length- how long it is
end to end
Capacity- describes
the max amount
something can
contain
Compare
Direct comparison-
comparison using the
actual object being
compared rather than
comparing with a tool

Do:
Compare measurable
attributes

Estimation prior to
direct comparison

ID starting point and
endpoint of each
object

Application problem

Concept development

Know:
Length- how long it is
end to end
Capacity- describes the
max amount
something can contain
Compare
Direct comparison-
comparison using the
actual object being
compared rather than
comparing with a tool

Do:
Compare measurable
attributes

Estimation prior to
direct comparison

ID starting point and
endpoint of each
object

Application problem

Concept development

Know:
Length- how long it is
end to end
Capacity- describes
the max amount
something can
contain
Compare
Direct comparison-
comparison using the
actual object being
compared rather than
comparing with a tool

Do:
Compare measurable
attributes

Estimation prior to
direct comparison

ID starting point and
endpoint of each
object

Application problem

Concept
development

Know:
Length- how long it is
end to end
Capacity- describes
the max amount
something can
contain
Compare
Direct comparison-
comparison using the
actual object being
compared rather
than comparing with
a tool

Do:
Compare measurable
attributes

Estimation prior to
direct comparison

ID starting point and
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Conservation of
length- the length
remains the same
regardless of
orientation.

Common base to
begin the direct
comparison.

Conservation of
length- the length
remains the same
regardless of
orientation.

Common base to
begin the direct
comparison.

Conservation of
length- the length
remains the same
regardless of
orientation.

Common base to
begin the direct
comparison.

endpoint of each
object

Conservation of
length- the length
remains the same
regardless of
orientation.

Common base to
begin the direct
comparison.

Eureka Essential
Understandings:

What are the key
conceptual
understandings
of this lesson?

What are the key
procedural
understandings
of the lesson?

OR
What skills do
students need to
know how to
apply? How will

Lesson number: 3.11

Observe conservation
of weight on the
balance scale.

Lesson Number: 3.13

Compare volume using
more than, less than,
and the same as by
pouring.

Lesson Number: 3.14

Explore conservation
of volume by pouring

Lesson number: 3.15

Compare using the
same as with units
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students be
taught to
differentiate
between these
skills?

Lesson Closure

Exit ticket

Student debrief

8.11 problem set
(104-105) GRADE

Student debrief

8.13 problem set  (117)

Student debrief

8.14 template (134)

Student debrief

Go math 10.8 GRADE

Student debrief

8.15 template (140)
Go math module 19
assessment

Link to student
problem set

Need 120-128 for
teachers

Homework

Lesson Plan Process:
❖ Identify the standard and aspect of rigor.

➢ Deconstruct the Standard (Focus on readiness standards of the week)
■ What exactly do students need to be able to do to show mastery of this standard?
■ Which Problems are essential that students solve in order to reach the rigor set by the state of Texas?

❖ Eureka Prep: Do the Math of the Lesson
➢ This includes the exit ticket, problem set, concept development, application problem, and fluency--as applicable.
➢ Identify: What are the key understandings of the lesson? (conceptual, procedural, and/or application?)
➢ Using the Exit Ticket: Identify the activities and problems that are the absolute MUST-DO in the lesson.
➢ Are there any additional problems from the think-up resource that you want to include in your lesson?
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